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Natural Language Interfaces (NLIs)

Introduction
2

Natural Language Interface

Turn on the light in 
living room before 

sunset!

Can you make an 
appointment to refill the 

medicine?

How does COVID-19 
spread among people?

…when they cough, sneeze, 
speak, sing or breathe heavily.



NLIs from Past to Present
● Early NLI systems  

● to learning-based systems  
● then neural networks  
● then pre-trained contextualized 

embedding (e.g., BERT) 
● then large language models 

(LLMs)
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ELIZA (1966) SHRDLU (1971) Ask Jeeves (1997)

Image source: Zhao et al. "A survey of large language models." arXiv preprint arXiv:2303.18223.

https://huggingface.co/spaces/
HuggingFaceH4/

open_llm_leaderboard 

5000+ LLMs!

https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_llm_leaderboard
https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_llm_leaderboard
https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_llm_leaderboard


NLIs in the Age of Large Language Models

Introduction
4

Paradigm shift: unified architecture, task generalization, instruction following

UnifiedSKG (Xie…Yao et al., 2022)

+ Plugins and tools 
+ Program/symbolic 

representation 
(e.g., Amazon’s 
Dialog2API)

LLM (e.g., ChatGPT) as a unified NLI



NLIs in the Age of Large Language Models

5
Introduction

Challenge 2: The limited accessibility of 
LLMs from non-LLM-tech-savvy people

Teachers designing homework 
assignments, physicians querying 
medical knowledge, policy makers 
confirming regulation details, etc.

…and the Challenges

Challenge 1: The expensive 
use of LLMs through API calls

https://openai.com/pricing 

(Drawn with 
DALLE)

https://openai.com/pricing


This Talk: Towards Enhancing the Utilization of LLMs for Humans

6
Introduction

Topic 1: LLM Cascade with Mixture-of-Thought for 
Cost-Efficient Reasoning

Topic 2: Instance-level Prompt Optimization with LLMs 
in the Loop

Other ongoing effort: LLM interpretability + Alignment, LLMs for education (supported by Microsoft AFMR), etc.



This Talk: Towards Enhancing the Utilization of LLMs for Humans

7

Topic 1: LLM Cascade with Mixture-of-Thought for 
Cost-Efficient Reasoning

Topic 2: Instance-level Prompt Optimization with LLMs 
in the Loop

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query

Other ongoing effort: LLM interpretability + Alignment, LLMs for education (supported by Microsoft AFMR), etc.



The Trade-Off between LLMs’ Cost($) and Performance

● More powerful, but also more expensive, LLMs 
○ E.g., GPT-4 vs. GPT-3.5-turbo

8
LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query

https://openai.com/pricing 

GPT-4

GPT-3.5-
turbo

20x $ for input 
30x $ for output 
More powerful 
but less 
affordable!

How can we save $ without sacrificing task performance?

https://openai.com/pricing


LLM Cascades with Mixture of Thought 
Representations for Cost-Efficient Reasoning

9

Murong Yue Jie Zhao Ziyu YaoMin Zhang Liang Du

ICLR 2024

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



LLM Cascades for Cost Saving

Intuition: easy questions can be handled by 
relatively weaker (and cheaper) LLMs to save $.
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Decision making based on textual 
descriptions of question and answer; 

Do not work for Reasoning

Final cost: 
Final performance: based on Final Answer A 
Extreme cases: only weaker LLM or only stronger LLM

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Reasoning with Thought Representations
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Q: A robe takes 2 bolts of blue fiber and half that 
much white fiber.  How many bolts in total does 
it take? 

A (CoT): It takes 2/2=1 bolt of white fiber. So the 
total amount of fabric is 2+1=3 bolts of fabric. 
ans=3 

A (PoT):  
# Python code, return ans 
bolts_of_blue_fiber = 2 
bolts_of_white_fiber = num_of_blue_fiber / 2 
ans = bolts_of_blue_fiber + bolts_of_white_fiber

GSM8k (Cobbe et al., 2021)

Q: Today is Christmas Eve of 1937. What is the date 
tomorrow in MM/DD/YYYY? 

(CoT) Explain: Today is the Christmas Eve of 1937, so today 
is 12/24/1937. 
Today is 12/24/1937, the date tomorrow is 12/25/1937. 
A: 12/25/1937 

(PoT) # Write Python Code to solve the following questions. 
from datetime import date, timedelta 
from dateutil.relativedelta import relativedelta 

# Q: Today is Christmas Eve of 1937. What is the date 
tomorrow in MM/DD/YYYY? 
# today is Christmas Eve of 1937, then today is 12/24/1937 
today = date(1937, 12, 24) 
# tomorrow 
date_tomorrow = today + relativedelta(days=1) 
# The answer formatted with %m/%d/%Y is 
ans = date_tomorrow.strftime('%m/%d/%Y') 

DATE (BIG-Bench Collaboration, 2021)
Chain of Thought (CoT; Wei et al., 2022) & 
Program of Thought (PoT; Chen et al., 2022, 
Gao et al., 2022)

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



● Idea: if the weaker LLM is uncertain about an answer, the question could be 
too challenging for it to solve 

● How to measure an LLM’s (un)certainty on an answer?  
○ See how consistently it samples the same answer 
○ Same idea as “Self Consistency (SC)” (Wang et al., 2023) 

● Questions:  
○ Where to sample the answers for better judgment? 
○ How to quantify the answer consistency?

LLM Cascade Decision-Making: When to Accept the Weaker LLM? 
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Our Work: Diversified Answer Sampling +  
Voting/Verification Consistency Measurement

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Approaches 

● Voting-based decision making 
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Sampled K Answers

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Approaches 

● Voting-based decision making, 
sampling from  
○ a single thought representation  
○ a single demonstration set

14

Q: A robe takes 2 bolts of blue fiber and half that 
much white fiber.  How many bolts in total does 
it take? 

A: It takes 2/2=1 bolt of white fiber. So the total 
amount of fabric is 2+1=3 bolts of fabric. ans=3 

… (M shots of CoT examples) 

Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled K answers

Method: CoT-1D-Vote

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Approaches 

● Voting-based decision making, 
sampling from  
○ a single thought representation  
○ a single demonstration set

15

Q: A robe takes 2 bolts of blue fiber and half that 
much white fiber.  How many bolts in total does 
it take? 
 
A: 
# Python code, return ans 
bolts_of_blue_fiber = 2 
bolts_of_white_fiber = num_of_blue_fiber / 2 
ans = bolts_of_blue_fiber + bolts_of_white_fiber 

… (M shots of PoT examples) 

Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled K answers

Method: PoT-1D-Vote

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



● Voting-based decision making, 
sampling from  
○ a single thought representation  
○ Two demonstration sets

Approaches 
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Sampled K1 
answers

Q: A robe takes 2 bolts of blue fiber and half that much 
white fiber.  How many bolts in total does it take? 
A: It takes 2/2=1 bolt of white fiber. So the total amount of 
fabric is 2+1=3 bolts of fabric. ans=3 

… (M shots of CoT examples from Set 1) 
Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled K2 
answers

Q: Manny had 3 birthday cookie pies to share with his 24 
classmates and his teacher, Mr. Keith. … 
A: There is a total of 3 x 10 = 30 cookie slices… ans = 4 

… (M shots of CoT examples from Set 2) 
Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled 
K1+K2 

answers

Method: CoT-2D-Vote
(Similarly for PoT-2D-Vote)

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



● Voting-based decision making, 
sampling from  
○ Two thought representations 
○ a single demonstration set

Approaches 

17

Sampled K1 
answers

Q: A robe takes 2 bolts of blue fiber and half that much 
white fiber.  How many bolts in total does it take? 
A: It takes 2/2=1 bolt of white fiber. So the total amount of 
fabric is 2+1=3 bolts of fabric. ans=3 

… (M shots of CoT examples from Set 1) 
Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled K2 
answers

Q: A robe takes 2 bolts of blue fiber and half that much 
white fiber.  How many bolts in total does it take? 
A: 
# Python code, return ans 
…ans = bolts_of_blue_fiber + bolts_of_white_fiber 

… (M shots of PoT examples from Set 1) 
Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled 
K1+K2 

answers

Method: MoT-1D-Vote
“Mixture of Thought”

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



● Voting-based decision making, 
sampling from  
○ Two thought representations 
○ Two demonstration sets

Approaches 
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Sampled K1 
answers

Q: A robe takes 2 bolts of blue fiber and half that much 
white fiber.  How many bolts in total does it take? 
A: It takes 2/2=1 bolt of white fiber. So the total amount of 
fabric is 2+1=3 bolts of fabric. ans=3 

… (M shots of CoT examples from Set 1) 
Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled K2 
answers

Q: Manny had 3 birthday cookie pies to share with his 24 
classmates and his teacher, Mr. Keith. … 
A:  
# Python code, return ans 
…ans = total_cookie_pies - total_person_count 

… (M shots of PoT examples from Set 2) 
Q: Test question 
A: 

Sampled 
K1+K2 

answers

Method: MoT-2D-Vote

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



● Verification-based decision making 
● Variants depending on  

○ The selected thought 
representations 

○ Num of demonstration sets 

● Comparison of two kinds of measure 
○ Vote-based: threshold tuning to 

meet budget constraint 
○ Verification-based: relatively 

optimal solution without 
threshold engineering 

Approaches 

19
LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Experimental Results

20

Weaker LLM: GPT-3.5-turbo 
Stronger LLM: GPT-4

(Average over GSM8k, ASDIV, TabMWP, DATE, Navigate, CREPE)

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Experimental Results

21

Weaker LLM: GPT-3.5-turbo 
Stronger LLM: GPT-4

(Average over GSM8k, ASDIV, TabMWP, DATE, Navigate, CREPE)

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Diversify Thought Representations for Uncertainty Measurement

● Mixture-of-Thought (MoT) often yields a larger certainty gap between easy/
correct vs. hard/incorrect questions

22

Takeaway: MoT introduces more diverse “opinions” than mixing 
demonstration sets  help uncertainty measurement →

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Diversify Thought Representations for Uncertainty Measurement

● Mixture-of-Thought (MoT) often yields a larger certainty gap between easy/
correct vs. hard/incorrect questions

23

Takeaway: …and this applies to factual reasoning tasks as well! 

Dataset: StrategyQA 
(Geva et a., 2021)

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Other Findings

● Compared with text-based cascade decision making (e.g., FrugalGPT)? 
○ Very challenging to decide an easy vs. hard question based on textual hints 

● How weak can the weaker LLM be? 
○ Experiments using LLAMA2 13B 
○ Takeaway: if an LLM is too weak, it won’t contribute to the cost saving, because 

all questions will eventually be passed to the stronger LLM 

● Can outputs from the weaker LLM be hints to improve the stronger LLM? 
○ No, and they actually confuse the stronger LLM

24

Check out our papers for more details!

LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



Discussion & Future Work

● LLM uncertainty: Does an LLM know when it doesn’t know? 
○ Many discussions (Kadavath et al., 2022; Xiong et al., 2023; etc.) 
○ We showed the promise of mixing thought representations w/ vote-based metric  
○ Generalize to tasks where we cannot vote? (e.g., text generation) 

● Ensemble of multiple LLMs/LLM-powered agents 
○ Concurrent work demonstrating similar synergy between CoT and PoT: e.g., 

model selection (Zhao et a., 2023), MAmmoTH (Yue et al., 2023)  
○ Generally speaking, tasking a cohort of LLMs 

■ Weaker vs. stronger, in-house vs. closed API, domain-specific vs. domain-general, etc.

25
LLM Cascade for Cost-Saving Query



This Talk: Towards Enhancing the Utilization of LLMs for Humans
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Topic 1: LLM Cascade with Mixture-of-Thought for 
Cost-Efficient Reasoning

Topic 2: Instance-level Prompt Optimization with 
LLMs in the Loop

Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

Other ongoing effort: LLM interpretability + Alignment, LLMs for education (supported by Microsoft AFMR), etc.



Instances Need More Care: Rewriting Prompts for Instances 
with LLMs in the Loop Yields Better  

Zero-Shot Performance

27

Saurabh 
Srivastava

Ziyu Yao

Preprint 2024

Chengyue 
Huang

Weiguo Fan

Prompt Optimization for Accessibility



The Difficulty in Zero-Shot LLM Prompting

● “Zero shot”: prompting an LLM with only task instruction, no demonstrations 

● The most typical interaction paradigm between users and ChatGPT, but very 
challenging  

● What to do?  
○ “Let’s think step by step” (Kojima et al., 2022) helps a bit 
○ But the best practice is still to iteratively and manually revise the prompt design 

based on the observed effect

28
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility



This Work: Instance-Level Prompt Optimization

● Optimize prompts automatically for each query instance 

○ Employ a “Meta LLM” to oversee the “Task LLM” and devise optimal prompts 
based on its performance in solving the task instance 

○ Intuition: while the meta LLM does not know about the task (“zero shot"), it 
■ knows the common practice of performing this type of task, and  
■ bears sufficient knowledge to judge the task LLM’s output. 

29
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

Prompt Optimization
(Task 
LLM)(Meta 

LLM)



PROMPTED

30
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility



● Learning to rewrite prompts based on the task output  

● How? Few-shot in-context learning 
○ 16 demonstrations showing how to rewrite a prompt contrastively, manually 

prepared with ChatGPT in the loop

PROMPTED — Meta LLM

31
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

Initial Prompt &  
Task Output Better Prompt

Reason & Task Type



PROMPTED — Meta LLM

32
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility



Rewrite the Input Prompt or Refine the LLM Output?

33

● Intuitively, rewriting input prompts allows for rectifying more fundamental 
(e.g., logic) mistakes in LLM reasoning, while refining outputs is limited to 
local fixes.

Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

Refine LLM outputs based 
on Meta LLM-generated 
feedback 
- Special case: self 
refinement (Madaan et al., 
2023; Chen et al., 2023)

Our 
approach



Experimental Results

34
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

Seen
Unseen

(Meta LLM= GPT-4, Task LLM = GPT-4)



Experimental Results
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Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

(Meta LLM= GPT-4, Task LLM = GPT-4)

Performance gain even larger when LLMs are GPT-3.5



Can a Weaker Meta LLM Oversee a Stronger Task LLM?

● OpenAI’s recent initiative of “Superalignment”

36
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

Can a weaker meta LLM 
(e.g., GPT-3.5)

oversee

a stronger task LLM (e.g., 
GPT-4)?



Can a Weaker Meta LLM Oversee a Stronger Task LLM?

● OpenAI’s recent initiative of “Superalignment”

37
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility

Key: “task LLM in the loop” 

“evaluation” is easier than 
“generation” (Leike 2022)

Takeaway: a weaker LLM can oversee and rewrite prompts for a 
stronger LLM



Future Work 

● A lot of potential… 
○ Rewriting prompts for AI safety  
○ Rewriting prompts for domain-specific applications 

○ “User-in-the-loop” prompt optimization: allowing users to clarify their intent

38
Prompt Optimization for Accessibility



Summary: Towards Enhancing the Utilization of LLMs for Humans

39

Topic 1: LLM Cascade with Mixture-of-Thought for 
Cost-Efficient Reasoning

Topic 2: Instance-level Prompt Optimization with LLMs 
in the Loop

Future & Conclusion

Summary: Mixing diverse thought 
representations for uncertainty 
measurement and cost saving 

Summary: Employing a meta LLM to 
oversee and rewrite prompts for the task 
LLM yields better zero-shot performance



LLM Agents for Education 

● LLM agents simulating students in 
collaborative mathematics problem 
solving 
○ A platform for students to practice 

their math modeling skills 
○ Helping students with limited 

educational resources

40
Future & Conclusion

Murong Yue Wijdane Mifdal

In collaboration with 
researchers at Mathematics 
Education and HCI



Thank You!
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Email: ziyuyao@gmu.edu 
Webpage: https://ziyuyao.org/ 

mailto:ziyuyao@gmu.edu
https://ziyuyao.org/

